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Feedback webinar number eight, this time about the chemical bonds and I 

will start with a few administrative or one administrative announcements, 

actually an answer to a question because some people started wondering 

well what was this about the exam again? Can you repeat? We said at the 

very beginning but that's almost two months ago so it's indeed time to 

repeat that and I should warn that this is only for the people from the 

Flemish universities who are not in the chemistry department. So what did 

we say first webinar? 20 points, four of them for the weekly tasks. If 

you keep submitting every week these tasks then you keep these four 

points and the other 16 either for the projects or for the exam. The 

projects, I guess that is clear the people who are working on the 

projects, the exam that is an open book, open internet exam with three 

types of questions. Questions that probe for insights in the topics at 

the conceptual side, not at the mathematical side. That will be partly 

based on the questions you submit after every webinar. There will be 

application questions so I can ask you to perform some computational task 

on your laptop during the exam and then of course this will be carefully 

checked in advance that these are very simple tasks that can run in one 

two minutes on every laptop. We don't want stress due to long lasting 

calculations and there will be a short oral part where you can get 

questions that should be answered without preparation. So questions about 

very straightforward topics at least things that should be 

straightforward if you have reasonably well studied this course with 

immediate answer. So altogether that gives them a complete picture of how 

well you understand the entire course. Should there be any questions on 

this then feel free to either put it here in the chat or to put it in the 

question forum. Projects, not much to say there. At least five of the six 

teams are going on fine. There is one team that is a bit silent but well 

we're in touch with them. Every team has received the feedback on their 

convergence testing and well now the road should be open for the 

production calculations. This is a good time to give some hints on making 

your calculations a bit more practical partly based on questions people 

have asked and one typical question is can I save some time by starting a 

calculation from the result of a previous calculation. Say you have done 

a geometry optimization up to some thresholds and now you want to repeat 

that geometry optimization with a smaller threshold. Should I do that 

first SCF cycle again or can I start from the results of the the final 

step of the last SCF cycle. So yes you can do that. If you put in your 

input file in the electrons block the lines starting potential and 

starting wave function file and file is really these four characters, F I 

L E, not the name of a file, just file. If you put that there then the 

calculation will look for the automatically saved files with the same 

prefix. So it's important that you use the same prefix as in the 

calculation you want to start from. Related, can I stop or interrupt a 

calculation in a clean way? Well there are two ways for that, a brute 

force way. You can just pause your virtual machine. So if you shut down 

the virtual machine but when you try to shut it down you can choose 

between three options and one of them is save the machine state. So if 

you choose that then everything that is currently going on will be saved 

and next time when you start the virtual machine it will just continue 

calculating there where you saved it without doing anything else. If you 

want to stop the calculation and meanwhile do something else in the 

virtual machine that can be done by this common touch then the prefix of 



this calculation dot exit in capital letters. So that creates a file with 

that name and if that file is there so at the beginning of every new 

iteration the program checks whether that file exists or not and if it is 

there then it cleanly stops. So that will not force the calculation to 

stop immediately. You will have to wait until the next iteration of the 

SCF cycle starts. But it stops in a clean way and you can continue from 

there on. If you put in the control block this restart mode line then you 

can start it again from exactly that point. Some people wonder how to do 

spin polarized magnetic calculations. That was this instruction was 

somewhere in one of the exercises but I want to highlight it a bit more. 

The crucial things are you have to put the keyword n spin that is by 

default on one. You have to make two out of that. So telling the program 

I want to have spin up and spin down. So two spin channels in the 

calculation and you have to give a kick to that spin distribution. If you 

would just use n spin equals 2 then it will start with half the electron 

spin up, half the electron spin down and often that is a local minimum 

situation. So it will keep this half-half distribution. But if you give 

it an initial kick and if you tell well for the first atom and the second 

atom in this example I want to put all my electrons in spin up then this 

local equilibrium is disturbed and you get something that will evolve in 

the self-consistency cycle to a stable solution that is not half-half. 

Unless that crystal really wants to have an half-half non-magnetic 

solution. And how do you see in your outputs that the magnetic 

calculation has been done? You have lines with the atomic moments in Bohr 

magnetons per atom and then the total magnetization and the sum of all 

the individual magnetic moments in the unit cell. So in this example here 

the first three atoms have a clear magnetic moment. Probably this will be 

a transition metal atom and the atoms at position 4 and 5 they have a 

small moment probably induced by the presence of these strongly magnetic 

atoms. Another problem that appears regularly is a calculation that stops 

because of a memory problem. Now you can see at the beginning of your 

output file how much memory is expected for this particular calculation. 

So somewhere at the beginning of the output file there is this line 

estimated total dynamical RAM and that line is printed anyway before the 

bulk of the calculation starts. So you will have that message there even 

if your calculation crashes that message will be there. So in this 

example here this is almost 4 gigabytes so if your laptop doesn't have 4 

gigabytes available then your calculation can crash. Now there is a way 

to tweak this a bit and that is by the settings window of VirtualBox. So 

if you take settings and then system then you get this slider where you 

see at the right hand side the total amount of memory that your laptop 

has. So the very right hand side and with the slider you can you can 

indicate how much of that memory VirtualBox is allowed to use and well 

it's best to stay in that green zone because that leaves a few gigabytes 

available for other programs that can be running on your laptop and for 

your own operating system but it's best to put that to the right hand 

side of the green region. Then you allow the maximal amount of memory for 

VirtualBox and if that number would be smaller than the number your 

calculation needs yeah then it will crash for sure and then you have 

either to reduce your requirements or move to a better computer. So much 

for the technical hints let me meanwhile see yeah okay there is a 

question on the chat related to calculations I had trouble converging one 

larger calculation I decreased the beta mixing and it converged does this 

parameter affect the final energy or only the SCF convergence yeah so 

that mixing parameter that tells in the SCF cycle how much of the current 

density has to be used and how much of the previous density so if we 

would use only the current density then this would be a numerically very 

unstable cycle you would have large changes from one iteration to the 



other and very often it would just diverse diverge so to prevent that you 

take typically 80% of the previous density and only 20% of the new 

density and that is the density then that goes into the next iteration 

that is what that mixing parameter tells now if a calculation is hard to 

converge then it can help sometimes to make that parameter smaller so you 

dump the oscillations that happen from cycle to cycle and there is a 

better chance you will get to convergence and indeed that will only 

change the behavior of the SCF cycle that will not affect your final 

results if it converges it will converge to a valid solution so you can 

be you can feel safe in that respect okay with this we move to the 

science of this week the chemical bonds and I have shown you one and two 

weeks ago this picture that summarized that we can get quite some 

observable properties from total energy two weeks ago we added language 

from condensed matter physics to that we understood what a density of 

states and an electronic band structure plot was and we can now get 

properties from that information what you did last week was something 

else in this area now you take language from chemistry it's all about 

chemical bonds and how do we learn about chemical bonds partly from our 

total energies and partly from visualizing the charge density or the 

charge difference density so this is a more chemistry oriented topic and 

the first part of that chapter was to have a quick look on how chemical 

bonding is dealt with in textbooks things you surely know the difference 

between metallic ionic covalent and van der Waals bonding few people had 

problems with that somebody asked in the forum why is it again that the 

covalently bond crystal is brittle and more brittle than other type of 

bonds valid question and we can answer that in two different ways there 

is an answer at the atomic level and there is an answer at the level of 

the microstructure at the atomic level the covalent bonds is the most 

anisotropic one so there will be directions in your crystal if you change 

if you not try to modify the crystal in that particular direction well 

some directions are strong other directions will be much weaker so your 

crystal will break in the distortion directions that correspond to the 

weak directions for the chemical bonds so that is brittleness at the 

atomic scale but what's an engineer mostly measures about brittleness is 

brittleness at the microstructure scale and that has a lot to do with 

these locations we are now used to think in our atomic picture so I can 

draw a crystal looks like something cubic but we have introduced a half 

plane of extra atoms in the left hand side picture in top row let me 

maybe point to it on the screen if I can reach there here where the 

shadow is there is an extra half plane of atoms and now I try to shear 

this crystal I I try to do it right with the camera I take the crystal at 

the top and the bottom at the bottom I go in this direction at the top I 

go in this direction so we shear the crystal and the crystal can now do 

two things either it cannot withstand that she and it breaks or it tries 

to reshuffle the bonds to accommodate that shear and how can it reshuffle 

in this case well these bonds here here we had the dislocation if we move 

that upper part a little bit to the right the bonds can quickly rearrange 

and now suddenly our half plane is at another position and this can 

continue until the half plane is at the very right hand side of the 

crystal so the dislocation has moved through the crystal and the result 

is a crystal that is sheared in the direction that we tried to shear it 

now if the bonds are isotropic and not too strong that process is easily 

possible so a dislocation is then mobile the dislocation can move through 

the crystal but if you have very anisotropic bonds then this reshuffling 

will very much depends on the direction in which you try to shear the 

crystal and often it will not easily be possible then the dislocation 

will not move and the only option for the crystal to absorb this energy 

is by breaking so moving dislocations is a ductile crystal immobile 



dislocations is an brittle crystal a question I repeat the question how 

could you calculate that brittleness with quantum espresso well you could 

try to do a multi-step calculation where you go from this part to this 

part so you slightly shear it and you go as a movie through the different 

situations and calculate the total energy along that process then you 

will see the energy barrier that the dislocation has to overcome in for 

to move one step and the smaller that energy barrier the more ductile the 

crystal is and this has an in principle to be done for many different 

orientations of the sheer so you cannot get it from just one number and 

there will also other processes play a role that can be temperature 

dependent and so on so you will have information only for zero Kelvin but 

that can give an indication on on the amount of brittleness but 

brittleness is not a property with one unique number so it's not like a 

bulk modulus where you know if I if I measure it experimentally I measure 

that number and now I can calculate and I have exactly the same number or 

not now brittleness is more a qualitative property and from inspecting 

these energy barriers you will know whether a crystal is more or less 

brittle and try to correlate that with your experimental observations 

very often for real materials it will not only be the moving dislocation 

that plays a role but also how that dislocation interacts with impurities 

in the crystal some impurities can stop a dislocation when it passes 

there and then your crystal might appear brittle although the 

dislocations are very mobile yeah but these impurities play their role as 

well so it's a complex physical property that was the quick review of 

chemical bonding then cohesive energy that's one of the properties we 

will need to understand chemical bonding and for cohesive energy I gave 

you a kind of yeah classical physics textbook question we have an amount 

of free sodium atoms an amount of free chlorine atoms you let them react 

until you have a tablespoon of rock salt and how much does the air in the 

room heats up due to that process let's see what your answers were quite 

a distribution from 0.4 of a degree Kelvin to almost 100,000 Kelvins now 

you have seen the there was this feedback document with a solution that 

you could download immediately after uploading your answer and there you 

could see that with some reasonable order of magnitude estimates because 

yeah how large is the room in which you do this your answer will depend 

on that but with some reasonable estimates the order of magnitude is well 

a few degrees Kelvin so probably everybody who is between 0.4 and 5.8 has 

followed a correct reasoning the others have either made unreasonable 

estimates or in the case of the very high numbers we're looking at the 

wrong quantity if you just make that was a mistake that some people made 

if you just take the value for the cohesive energy of rock salt the value 

that was given and you convert that to its temperature equivalent yeah 

that's one line of calculation but that will give you not the the 

physical not the answer on the physical problem here so in case you 

missed the feedback document and when you have submitted your answer 

there was this line with the link there in red where you could download 

this document if you missed it you can just re-upload your answer and 

then you see that line again and then you download the feedback document 

somebody wondered what is the difference between the cohesive energy 

which was introduced in this chapter and the formation energy that we met 

two weeks ago these are very related concepts but they are different 

their definition is different and the difference is the cohesive energy 

measures the energy difference between at the right hand side your rock 

salt crystal to take to keep using that example and at the left hand side 

three atoms of sodium and chlorine so three atoms that will be the left 

hand side always for cohesive energies the difference between these two 

energies that is the cohesive energy if you calculate the formation 

energy then at the right hand side you still have your crystal but at the 



left hand side you have the elements that make your crystal in their yeah 

elementary states so you take the crystal of sodium the crystal what was 

it BCC probably BCC sodium is the ground state crystal structure for 

sodium and for chlorine well if you really freeze it to zero Kelvin it 

will make a crystal as well but for most relevant temperatures this is 

just the diatomic chlorine gas so your convention of what are the 

reference situations to compare to are the chlorine gas and the sodium 

crystal so the difference between formation energy and cohesive energy is 

the reference state you take and of course there is an there is once and 

for all a relationship between boats and if you want to go from the claw 

from the sodium free atom to the sodium crystal yeah you need the 

cohesive energy of the sodium crystal and if you want to go from the 

chlorine free atom to the chlorine molecule you need the cohesive energy 

of the chlorine molecule so by calculating once or by looking up once 

these numbers you can transform all cohesive energies to formation 

energies for all crystals where sodium and chlorine appear so and 

therefore these numbers express the same physics there is just one unique 

transformation from one to the other but for practical purposes if 

somebody is doing reactions in the lab you will usually start from the 

ingredients from from the the state of the elements in which they want to 

be at room temperature so you will not let free atoms react with each 

other so therefore formation energies they feel a bit more natural the 

energy differences with formation energies they are close to the reaction 

energies as you would measure them in a lab having introduced cohesive 

energy let's then look at chemical bonding from the point of view of DFT 

and we look at it in two different ways we can look at the cohesive 

energy that gives us a quantitative indication of a chemical bonds and we 

can look at the charge density differences that will give us a more 

qualitative visual indication about the chemical bonds and the confidence 

statement is here I can calculate cohesive energy yeah I can calculate 

cohesive energy by DFT with a question someone asked what about these 

free atom calculations how is that done that is quickly mentioned in the 

course website and there is some there are some input files given but 

what does that mean well you may recognize the section from the website 

where these input files were given and if you would click on the input 

file for quantum espresso for a free atom calculation of aluminum the 

first line if you would visualize that crystal you would see the 

primitive unit cell of an FCC lattice okay aluminum is FCC the crystal it 

makes what has this to do with an with a free atom well if you would open 

that that cell in X chrysthen and you would measure the distances here 

the distance is measured between these two yellow colored aluminum atoms 

then you see that the distance is more than 10 angstroms so this is not a 

unit cell for a real FCC crystal this is an FCC crystal with a lattice 

parameter that is gigantic well not infinite but very large these two 

aluminum atoms they don't feel each other the distance they are at 10 

angstroms away from each other that's way too far to have a chemical 

interaction so you have simulated this is really an mathematical trick if 

you want you have simulated a sparse clouds of free atoms by making an 

FCC cell with a large lattice parameter small detail it's not a 

coincidence that it is an FCC cell that is the structure with the largest 

number of nearest neighbors and that means that's every atom is at 10 

angstroms surrounded by 12 other atoms so any spurious interaction that 

is still there will be roughly spherically symmetric because you have 12 

different neighbors if this would be only six neighbors like in a cubic 

lattice you would already more easily see anisotropy spurious anisotropy 

but well it will still be there so let's let's make any remaining 

interaction as isotropic as possible that's the reason for taking an FCC 

lattice so if you do a calculation with that FCC lattice the total energy 



you get is the total energy for a free aluminum atom if you look further 

in the input file you will see that this is that this calculation is set 

to magnetic and spin equals two and also that has a physical reason an 

aluminum crystal will not be magnetic aluminum loses its magnetic moments 

when it forms a metallic crystal but a single free aluminum atom look 

where it is in the periodic table in group 13 1p electron and all other 

shells completely filled well that 1p electron will not pair with 

anything it cannot it follows Hoens rules so you have a moment one bore 

magneton so the free aluminum atom must have a spin moments so you if you 

don't allow that you will force it in an artificial non magnetic solution 

and that will not be the total energy you want for the free atom it can 

lower its total energy by adopting a spin moments and with n spin equals 

to you allow for that and if you do all of this then you can fill out 

this table and for instance for rock salt you can calculate the cohesive 

energy by taking the energy are the numbers here okay now the numbers for 

rock salt you yeah okay here they are you take the energy for chlorine 

the energy for sodium you subtract the energy for the rock salt crystal 

and the difference between them if you convert to electron volts these 

are this is the cohesive energy for one unit cell or here equivalently 

for one formula units usually we express this per atom so you have to 

divide by two and that's then this three point eleven electron volt per 

atom so this is a procedure that you can now in principle apply to every 

crystal whatever it is made of calculate the free atoms for all the 

elements in the crystal calculate the total energy for that crystal for 

that unit cell make the subtract subtraction and you will find the 

cohesive energy someone asked should you do a geometry optimization for 

obtaining a cohesive energy in principle yes because you want to compare 

the lowest energy states of that crystal with the energies of the free 

atoms so the only true state is the state where the crystal has got rid 

of all the energy it could so when it has adopted the crystal structure 

that is in that has the minimal energy so yes in principle you have to do 

this energy optimization this this geometry optimization however if you 

know that you have a crystal that is already very close to the ground 

state geometry because maybe you have taken it from a low temperature 

experiments and you did some quick checks and yeah if I change the the 

volume by by 5% the energy will change much less than my cohesive energy 

is if if a quick test shows that then there is no need to do an a full 

geometry optimization if you are happy with a 10% error in your cohesive 

energy so it all depends on the situation for a quick ID no need for a 

geometry optimization if you have already the experimental structure if 

you want to have the really precise DFT answer then you have to do the 

geometry optimization so based on the cohesive energy we can say 

something about the type of chemical bond especially in simple solids but 

the more powerful more insightful way to assess chemical bonds is to look 

at this charge density difference and you inspected some of them so here 

is a charge density difference for FCC aluminum with this color bar so 

negative in blue is the region where electrons have disappeared so they 

were there for the free atom but in the crystal they are not there 

anymore and the magenta region is the region where electrons have moved 

to there were less electrons there in the free atom they are there in the 

crystal so this picture tells you if you form FCC aluminum there will 

electrons move from the region near to the aluminum nucleus to the region 

in between the nuclei and this purple region that is everywhere far away 

from the nuclei that's the signature of a metallic bonds especially if 

these contour lines are rather spherical so if you have very little 

anisotropy and that is the signature of a metallic bonds the picture you 

may have had even in secondary school about a metallic bonds is that the 

electrons form the glue that permeates the entire metal well the glue 



here is magenta this is something I can explain to my children and well I 

actually did when they were 15 years old when they learn these things at 

school this shows how it happens in quantum physics it's totally 

different if you take a covalent crystal and so this is germanium in the 

diamond structure you see again these magenta bonds magenta regions where 

electrons accumulate and this is now not at all isotropic anymore there 

are clear magenta regions in the on the line that connects to germanium 

atoms so the electrons accumulate along the lines that connect the atoms 

so very anisotropic that's the signature of a covalent bonds and if we 

look at an ionic bonds rock salts then we see the magenta regions not in 

between the atoms but centered at some atoms here the chlorine atoms are 

in the center of a magenta region so the chlorine atoms attract electrons 

and that's not the case for the sodium atom so signature of an ionic 

bonds this is here for simple crystals but this works as well for more 

complicated crystals with the only difference then that you will have to 

tell well in this complicated unit cell this pair of atoms is 

predominantly covalently bonds and there I see an atom that behaves as if 

it is in in an ionic lattice so you can have multiple types of bonds in 

different regions of your unit cell there were two or three people in the 

past week that made the same observation about something that doesn't 

work and I'm not sure why this is so they say if we try to make these 

pictures if we follow the procedure to visualize this charge density 

difference then the XFF file that is required by X-chris then to show 

these charge density differences that XFF XSF file is not generated I try 

to reproduce this following the same instructions again so with the 

instructions next to me and it works for me so I don't know if one of you 

has made I followed the instructions to make it with number nine I did it 

this morning so I still remember the number it was number nine according 

I didn't verify that according to the text it was okay I will check again 

and maybe that is the place of confusion but I even then I wouldn't see 

why this would appear this year and not in the previous years because 

that document did not change and that cube file is needed yes but that 

has always been the case immediately here after I will verify that again 

so if I find something here where will I put that in the mail where I the 

mail to the mailing list where I announced that the webinar has been 

uploaded I will add I will add more information on this topic if I find 

something another problem that was already mentioned in the document but 

nevertheless at least one person ran into it if you follow these 

instructions then it tells click on the okay button somewhere in Xcris 

then and whoops is Xcris then has made its window so large that that okay 

button is outside your screen and you cannot go there so what's the 

solution to that in VirtualBox takes the setting the setting icon from 

VirtualBox choose the display menu and there change your resolution into 

something that is smaller and that therefore and therefore it the the 

thing that was too large for your screen will then fit on your screen you 

have to play a bit with the different possibilities and if you try one 

and if if you don't accept it after 10 seconds it will get back to the 

previous one so you can freely experiment with this stupid thing but yeah 

if it happens it happens and you have to find the solution for that 

confidence statements I understand how DFT can be used to examine the 

type of chemical bonds by cohesive energies by charge density differences 

most people feel confident about that I am able to use a DFT code to 

analyze the chemical bonds in a given crystal here some more hesitation 

but spell as I just said it works here for simple crystals if you apply 

this for a more complicated one you will see the same patterns appearing 

so I'm I am confident that you will be able to find a meaningful answer 

there the last topic was this old puzzle and that was based on something 

I asked you several weeks ago I asked you in innocent times before we 



long before we touched chemical bonds think back about the chemical bonds 

in rock salts an example you surely have seen somewhere in your education 

probably many years ago and draw a picture how the chemical bond in rock 

salts works and now we can look at some of the pictures you have 

submitted and this nice hand-drawn picture shows one electron from sodium 

that jumps to the hole in the last orbital for chlorine and then the 

sodium is left as a positive ion the chlorine is a negative ion and these 

electrostatically attract and that is in the indeed the way how the 

chemical bond in rock salt is always explained and find many drawings of 

that kind and you can Google for such pictures and you find many pictures 

like this however if we look more closely with our DFT codes you can see 

what really happens and that was what this was what this what was 

explained in that last video of this week and so the picture where the 

classical picture where that's electron jumps that is not the valid one 

it is rather that your outer electron in sodium is at a large distance a 

distance that is about the typical inter atomic distance between sodium 

and the atom to which it's ionically binds so that electron is already at 

a position where that other atom should be and that is why in the charge 

density difference picture that we just saw that you have this magenta 

region around chrome around chlorine and these orbitals from sodium well 

they put their electrons they dump their electrons there the electron 

doesn't jump it was already at that distance it's like a puzzle that fits 

into each other there is no electron transfer this is maybe a small but 

an significant modification to that prototype picture of an ionic bonds 

and that illustrates how by looking at your DFT results how you can how 

you can find such mechanisms so you can redo your chemistry and analyze 

it from a DFT point of view and sometimes you find that the images that 

are used in education do not work completely as they pretend to do and 

this is an clear example of it there was one picture that you have 

submitted weeks ago that maybe could be interpreted as well as consistent 

with the correct interpretation if I interpret this picture in the 

following way I have my sodium atom with an electron that is at a large 

distance now I combine it with chlorine and if I divide the boxes if I 

see where the electron is well it was already at the chlorine sites so if 

that is the spirit in which this picture has been made and it was from 

you are too I think yeah then this was the most correct picture that was 

submitted I will not ask you whether you meant it in that spirit or not 

we just observe that it can be interpreted this way somebody asked about 

beta analysis because that is a concept that you sometimes meet if you 

read about electron redistributions in in molecules and crystals so it's 

not something we mentioned or we discussed for quantum espresso but there 

is well let me tell what the beta analysis is that starts from the 

electron density and then it applies a recipe to divide the electron 

density in regions that belong to one atom and it's an complete tiling 

division so the procedure guarantees you that you will have a set of 

shapes that perfectly fit into each other if you take the the shape that 

this algorithm assigns to chlorine and the shape that that algorithm 

assigns to sodium if you put them together you can build your entire 

crystal with no gaps in between which does not happen if you put a sphere 

around each atom because stacking spheres you will have interstitial 

region so if you want to tell how many electrons belong to sodium and how 

many to chlorine without having this problem but where does my chlorine 

atom stop what is the the radius of the chlorine atom the beta algorithm 

can tell you that whether that is physical or not that's a debate since 

decades already mathematically it's an algorithm that just divides your 

space based on the shape of the electron density in non overlapping and 

space filling volumes so the advantage is it is totally unique if one DFT 

code calculates with the PBE functional the electron density of rock salt 



and applies the better algorithm then and another DFT codes does the same 

they will agree on the number of electrons that belong to sodium whether 

that number has a meaning in nature some people say yes others say no and 

yeah you can have arguments for either side but if you meet this word 

well you you know that it connects to the electron density concept there 

are post-processing routines that can take an electron density from many 

DFT codes and that give you then these better volumes as a result you 

need high precision calculations because it really depends on details of 

the electron density gradients of the electron density but the procedures 

are such are straight forwards the largest confusion or uncertainty or 

hesitation was on what's electron of all crystal orbitals are and how 

they can be represented and there was a specific question related to that 

thing how can you plot such a crystal orbital for a given K vector well 

let me try to answer both at once and so for those who hesitate on what a 

crystal orbital is think about a molecular orbital you have the HCl 

molecule where hydrogen you know the orbitals of hydrogen chlorine you 

also have a picture of orbitals of chlorine you bring them together what 

I know the orbitals of the molecule you can if you solve the Schrodinger 

equation for the HCl molecule you will find new orbitals where some of 

them encompass both nuclei there will be orbitals where the electron that 

occupies that orbital will spend part of the time in the region of 

hydrogen and part of the time in the region of chlorine you cannot really 

see the the two atoms in there anymore the the electrons treat this as 

yeah they move in in the fields generated by two nuclei together that's a 

molecular orbital and that concept is generalized in crystals you see 

with your aluminum crystal that you can have orbitals one particle 

orbitals where one electron moves and these orbitals they go through the 

entire crystal that's the delocalized metallic bonds you have orbitals 

that's encompass all the nuclei that are in the crystal that is a crystal 

orbital a generalization of a molecular orbital that you may know from 

chemistry now how do you visualize them how do you get these pictures 

like at the bottom left where the orbital that corresponds to the state 

that is indicated in reds that picture has not been generated with 

quantum espresso and I honestly do not know whether quantum espresso in 

the public version can make such pictures for sure if you would modify 

the code inside all the information must be there but that was made with 

another that picture was made with another DFT codes where you can put 

really windows on the decay points that you plot at the key points for 

which you plot the orbitals and if you make the window so small that only 

one state is in the windows yeah then then you have these pictures but if 

you do not see how to do that with quantum espresso that's normal okay 

this was a rather short part so we are done let's see what we will do 

next week and I told you we had physics with the band structure we had 

chemistry with the chemical bonds the week that comes is more for the 

materials engineers we will discuss elasticity and that is that is a 

topic that is very familiar for the materials engineers with this 

difference that they usually see this for macroscopic solids we will look 

at elasticity from the point of view of atoms can we use DFT to predict 

the elastic properties of a crystalline solids I will see immediately 

hereafter whether there are questions left okay I see there are but let's 

come back at these after the usual part where you have five minutes to 

write your summary for the past week and to formulate an exam question 

there we are okay thanks for your contributions let's look at the 

questions and also at the question that was raised in the room here so 

Jason asks about or makes a comment about rock salts when it is 

dissolving in water we consider isolated ions in solution yeah okay now I 

have to fight my own mental prejudices what happens if you dissolve rock 

salts and you have a so-called positive sodium ion in water and a 



chlorine ion in water naively because I have always been told so I would 

imagine these as really charged ions but if we try to be unbiased how 

would you examine that with DFT you would have to take a box with some 

water atom for some water molecules and sodium and water molecules and 

chlorine and see whether it is possible to charge these two situations 

whether whether an extra electron that is added to chlorine surround by 

water where that has a lower energy than if you don't add that extra 

electron so the box say it again from the beginning the box with sodium 

and water neutral and chlorine and water neutral and then take so you 

take the two total energies of this and then you take one electron out of 

the sodium box put it in the chlorine box calculate the total energies 

again is the sum of the total energies in the second situation lower than 

in the first situation if that is the case then this electron transfer is 

is a is a physical phenomenon but that would then not be in the crystal 

no that would be in a very different environment with these two ions 

surrounded by water would be not be an easy exercise because doing a 

calculation in the box with water it's where do you have to put these 

water atoms about water molecules so that would be an geometry 

optimization and it is a liquid so probably there is not one stable 

configuration but many equivalent configurations that have to be examined 

yeah what is the logic between of behind using hydrostatic pressure as a 

way to determine convergence I still don't understand how it is related 

to the basic self-consistent DFT calculations okay there so in the 

convergence procedure I recommended you to look at the hydrostatic 

pressure and there are two reasons for doing so first of all it's a very 

sensitive property if you if you would look at total energy that would be 

the alternative look at the total energy the total energy yeah that's a 

number with many digits behind the comma what is the relevant range where 

which how many digits have to be stabilized before you decide it is 

converged so that disqualifies total energy a little bit also for some 

properties for the basis set size for instance total energy is not a good 

feature at all because the larger the basis set is the smaller the lower 

the more negative the total energy will be total energy is a variational 

property and if you take more degrees of freedom more basis functions you 

will be able to better approximate the true situation and therefore that 

new situation will have a lower energy so some groups had that in their 

convergence testing that the larger ecots WFC is the smaller the more 

negative the total energy is it systematically drops so very hard to say 

then where should I stop so if you take the hydrostatic pressure that is 

non variational and you have a feeling for what are meaningful pressures 

do I have to really know the third digit of the pressure or is plus or 

minus one kilobar enough that sounds more meaningful than how many 

Reitberg's do I need so non variational easier to interpret very 

sensitive if you have the hydrostatic pressure right then very likely all 

other properties will be right as well that's also an argument and also 

it is there in every crystal you could look at forces that's another 

sensitive property but in high symmetric crystals you don't have forces 

if there are no Wyckoff positions with three parameters and usually you 

take the easy crystals to do your convergence testing so you would often 

end up in situations where there is no force to look at so therefore 

hydrostatic pressure is everywhere is sensitive is non variational so 

it's the ideal property to do your convergence tests and needy continues 

can we take that as approximation when there is less than five EV 

differences I don't understand the question so please formulate the 

question again meanwhile I will answer to another question that has been 

asked in the room here a few minutes ago which was for the people who are 

doing the iron silicon crystal for the projects so there that brittleness 

that is experimentally observed that is the thing we want to avoid and 



the question was do we have to calculate that brittleness explicitly I 

just told you that calculating brittleness is not straightforward so that 

would be a hard task and no it's not needed because what we really search 

for the iron silicon problem that is is there an silicon concentration so 

a certain iron to silicon ratio where a nicely ordered crystal can be 

formed with whatever type of order but that is particularly stable if 

there would be such a crystal then as soon as you are in the neighborhood 

of that concentration that crystal will form itself and while there will 

some rubbish and dirt be in other places of the macroscopic piece of 

material but there will be the tendency to to order the atoms in order to 

form that crystal and that is as far as I know never really understand 

not never really examined at the FT level at atomic level and is there a 

particular ratio of iron silicon that wants to form in a particular 

crystal structure and has a strongly negative energy so we hope to play 

around in this space and find if we find such a crystal well then we have 

at least understood what is the driving force for the ordering and for 

the brittleness that comes together with the ordering the ideal crystal 

for that electrical steel would be one where the iron and silicon are not 

ordered where they are randomly distributed over the underlying BCC 

lattice and then there are no preferential directions and that crystal 

will be less brittle but if there is this attractor for ordering then so 

hoping by knowing which attractor it is maybe we can do something to 

prevent that crystal from appearing but no direct brittleness 

calculations required okay meanwhile there is a clarification to the 

question this is in the context of the total energy difference we get 

after each energy I still don't really understand wait a moment after 

each energy cut off convergence so I assume you examine the total energy 

as a function of the basis set size he cuts WFC that will have so you do 

this in steps of ten reburks twenty reburks that will lead to differences 

in total energy that are much smaller than this five EV that you 

mentioned there so no sorry I I don't get what the question is after 

please send it again by email then we will see whether we can sort it out 

that way okay then we stop here and I'll see you again next week with the 

elasticity topic   


